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MA-FRA cannot be held liable for handling of the product or use not compliant with its type of use. The 
recommendations provided are not strict rules: therefore please consult the Technical Office who will 
gladly advise you on use of this product, suited to your particular requirements. 
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LAST TOUCH EXPRESS 
SUPER FAST LIQUID WAX - FOR A PERFECT FINISH 

APPLICATION FIELD 
Having your car always shiny, clean and protected, whenever you want, in a safe and fast 
manner: with LAST TOUCH EXPRESS you really can! The LAST TOUCH EXPRESS super-fast liquid 
wax quickly and easily guarantees exceptional, deep and long lasting cleaning and shine, even 
when it rains. This innovative, high performance formula is rich in precious Carnauba wax, 
considerably increasing bodywork shine, preventing dirt from depositing again, guaranteeing 
long lasting protection and leaving the surface incredibly silky to touch. 
Developed by MA-FRA research laboratories, LAST TOUCH EXPRESS can be used anywhere, 
including windows and plastic, without leaving streaks: simply spray the product and pass a 
micro-fibre cloth over it to treat the entire car in just a few minutes, whether wet or dry. 
With LAST TOUCH EXPRESS your car will shine in just a few minutes, guaranteeing a mirror 
effect, without streaks and without fatigue! 
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Fluid violet 

CHARACTERISTICS 
pH value at 20°C:  
Physical properties: 
Density at 20°C:  
Solubility: Fully miscible 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
Spray LAST TOUCH EXPRESS evenly on the part to treat, in small doses and at a distance of 20 
cm without using excessively. Spread the product using a micro-fibre cloth and then dry the 
body of the car with another dry cloth. 

CONTENT 
perfumes, preserving agents 

BIODEGRADABILITY 
The surfactants contained in this formula are confirmed to the biodegradability rules 
established on the regulation (CE) n°648/2004 related to detergents. 

AVAILABLE SIZES 
500 ml bottle 

1 g/cm³
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